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Norton's Bio: I have a lifetime full of fixing anything electro-mechanical. It is part of finding alternative and inventive
uses for old, out-of-fashion, "broken" objects that I cannot bear to throw out. Recycle them with a new use or fix for the
old use or invent a new use! Now, we call it being "Green" and Sustainable! For me it is an engineering challenge. I took
mechanical and electrical engineering at Va. Tech for 3 1/2 years and then completed my studies in Business
Administration. ...more at Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/in/creativenortonwest

Artisan quality work.
We take pride in our work and especially like to collaborate with you to be sure we implement a plan
that will give you the results you want and expect. See our video at:
www.nortonwestandco.com/videos.htm

Allergy Free Remodeling.

We use a Winix PlasmaWave 5300 Air Cleaner which reduces airborne pollutants to give you fresh, clean air. It
features 3 stages of air cleaning to capture and neutralize a broad range of indoor pollutants quietly and efficiently. The
HEPA filter captures 99.97% of particles as small as 0.3 microns in size, the carbon pre-filter absorbs odors and VOCs
(volatile organic chemicals) and the PlasmaWave plasma technology attacks airborne pollutants at the molecular level. A
built-in air quality sensor provides set-and-forget operation by adjusting the fan speed automatically.

Unique Wall-Plaster Repair Method
"NO-dust-No-sanding" involved.

NOT THIS

Keep your home dust-free even during construction!

No need for power sanding equipment resulting in fine white dust all over your house. There is sanding with “nodust” and then there is the “no-sanding at all” method! The later is what we can do. We use the old methods of
real plaster professionals. No allergy problems. No big house cleaning bills after we leave!
Creativity! A Collaborative Project with You!
Whether you hire me for repairs, project management, kitchen design and remodeling you will receive my full
attention and collaboration from over 40 years of industry experience for a superior project result.

A clean workspace starts and ends with well cared for paint brushes and a clean drop cloth shows we control of our paint
flow. You can see the difference in the final results.

We can help (207) 400-0852 Cell or Book Me Now for FREE phone consult www.nortonwestandco.com/bookme.htm

